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LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, Pro se 
13-3775 Kalapana Hwy. 
Pahoa, HI 96778 
808-965-2112; Email: len15@mac.com 

 
 

                                   No. CAAP-15-0000094 
 

IN THE INTERMEDIATE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF HAWAI’I  
 

 
PAUL J. SULLA, JR., and individual; 
PAUL J. SULLA, III, and individual 
 
Plaintiff and Appellee 
 
vs. 
 
LEONARD GEORGE HOROWITZ,  
an individual 
 
Defendant and Appellant 
 

   ) Civ. No. 14-1-0173 
) THIRD CIRCUIT COURT 
) (Appeal of Amended Final Judgments by 
) Judge Elizabeth A. Strance 
) 
)  
) APPELLANT’S OPPOSITION TO  
) APPELLEES’ REQUEST FOR FEES   
) AND COSTS [HRAP Rules 39(d)(4)]; 
) DECLARATION OF APPELLANT;    
) EXHIBITS  “1” TO “11”; 
) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE. 

  )  
 

APPELLANT’S OPPOSITION TO APPELLEE’S REQUEST FOR FEES & COSTS 
  

COMES NOW APPELLANT LEONARD GEORGE HOROWITZ, pro se, pursuant to Rule 39(d)(4) of 

the Hawaii Rules of Appellate Procedure (HRAP), filing this Opposition to Appellee’s falsely verified 

“REQUEST AND DECLARATION OF COUNSEL FOR ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS,” filed 

March 11, 2016. OPPOSITION is filed for the following reasons:  

 
I. APPELLEES’ COUNSEL FORGED SULLA, III’s SIGNATURE ON THEIR 
PURPORTED CONTRACT, PROVIDING CLEAR AND CONVINCING 
EVIDENCE OF A PATTERN OF BAD FAITH FILINGS AND FALSE 
VERIFICATIONS. 

 
1. In Matter of Beverly Hills Bancorp, 752 F. 2d 1334, the Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit (1984), 

discussed 28 U.S.C. section 1927 and considered awarding attorneys' fees exacted from an attorney 

(i.e., a nonparty) if counsel acted "recklessly or in bad faith.”  United States v. Blodgett, 709 F.2d 608, 

610 (9th Cir.1983) (Blodgett), quoting Barnd v. City of Tacoma, 664 F.2d 1339, 1343 (9th Cir.1982). 

The court has an inherent power to award fees in equity whenever justice requires. See Roadway 

Express, Inc. v. Piper, 447 U.S. 752, 766, 100 S.Ct. 2455, 2464, 65 L.Ed.2d 488 (1980). Further, the 
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Hawaii Supreme Court in Amfac v. Waikiki Beachcomber Inv., 839 P. 2d 10 - Haw: Supreme Court 

1992 (at 25-26), defined “false verification” and ruled a nullity, nullifying the writing “as a whole and 

all writings forming a part of the same” are nullified together; moreover, the writing can “not verify 

what in fact never existed.” (Id at 23) And unjust nullities cannot be awarded anything by a just court. 

 
2. In the instant case, justice requires the Honorable Court deny the Appellees’ Request for the above 

reasons, because the purported attorney-client contract central to the Request contains Appellees’ 

forgery of the “clients’” signature in the contract “Appendix ‘C’ (Exhibit 1). Moreover, this evidence 

extends a long pattern of forgeries and fraudulent filings with the State and courts evidenced herein. By 

this method of white collar crime, the Appellees illegally converted the Appellant’s properties—not a 

“frivolous” allegation.1 This is the wrongdoing against which the Appellant sought justice through the 

appellate process, only to be denied justice, and an equitable outcome, by reasons given by the ICA that 

Appellants’ UCC1 non-consensual lien on Appellee’s properties was “frivolous.” Thus, the ICA 

confirmed the lower court’s award for more than $7,800 in damages in favor of a repeat forger. 

 
3. The forgery and contempt of court is found on page 3 of the “ATTORNEY-CLIENT 

AGREEMENT” marked “Appendix ‘C’” in the Appellee’s instant filing (not withstanding that a father 

would charge his son for legal work required due to the father’s crimes).  

 
4. Now any reasonable person might think, “Well, it’s the lawyer’s son, so I can understand the father 

would not need to get his son’s signature on a request for nearly $10,000.” But this fake signature 

compounds evidence of a pattern of forgery, and patterns do not happen by accident or paternity.  

 
5. The signature of PAUL J. SULLA, III is clearly very different from the son’s signature in Exhibit 2. 

Here PAUL J. SULLA, III, signed his name to his most valuable property—a deed transfer conducted 

by the father, SULLA, JR. to the son, SULLA, III, through multiple sham parties and entities as 

evidenced herein and detailed below.  

 
6. Exhibit 2 is a copy of the “4.760 acre” “Condominium Deed” filed by SULLA, JR. (on March 5, 2004) 

on behalf of his son; granting SULLA, III a property brought to market by SULLA, JR., but conveyed at 

least four times as recorded here (by Hawaii Bureau of Conveyances [“BoC”] Doc. No. 2004-046836). 

The first conveyance was from SULLA, JR.’s business partner, W. Augustuz Elliot, (as shown on page 3 

                                                
1 The ICA held the Appellant’s UCC1 lien filing was “frivolous” neglecting HRS Section 651C pleadings and 
authorization for non-consensual liens by reason of fraudulent transfers; as evidenced herein by the Appellant’s 
forgeries of property conveyance deed and sham trustees engaged in fraudulent transfers of properties. 
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of that document). Mr. Elliot is a real estate agent and “Trustee of Kaohimaunu Ventures u/d/t” formed on 

December 1, 1988. SULLA, JR. and Mr. Elliot conveyed SULLA, III’s property to “Kaohimaunu Limited 

Partnership” on Sept. 22, 1995, as shown on BoC Doc. No. 95-130038. Above SULLA, III’s signature on 

this “Condominium Deed” conveyance is the signature of “Robert L. Powers”—the purported “Trustee 

of the Kaohimaunu Management Trust” (dated June 21, 1995). The problem is, this signature too was 

forged, as proven by comparing signatures on Exhibits 2 and 3. 

 
7. Exhibit 3 shows an entirely different signature for “Mr. Powers,” neighboring the purported 

signature of “Harold T. White.” Comparing Mr. Powers signature on the Condominium Deed versus 

this Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs filing by the “Kaohimaunu Limited Partnership” 

evidences, again, grossly different signatures. In fact, the signatory grossly misspelled “Robert L. 

Powers” as “Robert L. Powes”—prima facie evidence of the Class C felony of forgery (in the second 

degree, according to HRS § 708-852). This shows that the “Kaohimaunu Limited Partnership” that Mr. 

SULLA formed, and administered through the condominium conveyance to his “client,” clearly 

misspelled “Powers” name as “Powes.” The pen clearly went over that forged signature at least twice.  

 
8. And that only introduces SULLA, JR.’s outrageous pattern of forging signatures on legal documents 

(including the instant Court record). Exhibit 4 shows SULLA, JR. as the initial “General Partner” in 

the real estate enterprise that included as Trustee of Kaohimaunu Management Trust the “Limited 

Partner” W. Augustuz Elliot, Trustee of Kaohimaunu Ventures (formed in 1988); serving Notice to the 

DCCA of their Partnership on June 26, 1995, and then, on the same day (June 26, 1995) SULLA signed 

a “Certificate of Amendment of Limited Partnership” removing himself as the “General Partner” and 

substituting “Harold T. White” as “Successor Trustee of Kaohimaunu Management Trust.” And this 

document, not filed until more than four (4) months later, on November 1, 1995, contains the forged 

signature of “Harold T. White,” very apparently committed by Attorney SULLA. 

 
9. The forgery of “Harold T. White” by SULLA is evidenced by the extremely unique characteristic by 

which the lawyer customarily hand-writes his capital “H” letter. Here, in Exhibits 5 and 6, the “H” in 

“Harold” contains what appears to be the letter “A.”2 Exhibit 6 shows the extraordinary manner in 

which SULLA, JR. pens his “Hs” in the phrase “Hilo HI.” Here, both “Hs” are shown to contain Mr. 

SULLA’s characteristic “A” with two nearly identical “As” written within the “Hs” in “Hilo HI.”  

                                                
2 (The handwritten word “TRUSTEE” in this document appears to be an afterthought produced by a 

different signer, since the word “TRUSTEE” slants left, consistent with SULLA, JR.’s penmanship, contrary to 
the forged signature of White.) 
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10. This pattern of SULLA JR.’s forgeries of SULLA, III’s, White’s, and Powers’ signatures on the 

exhibited commercial transfer instruments, and the misspelling of the “Powes” signature, provides 

more than a preponderance of evidence of crime and false filings with the State and Court(s); precisely 

as SULLA, JR. did to damage the Appellant, to steal Appellant’s real and personal properties. 

 
11. These facts should cause the just and Honorable Court to pause, and reconsider what it has adminis-

tered in ruling that the Appellants’ liens were “frivolous”—meritless—accordingly issuing a ruling that 

rewards a forger at the expense of a whistleblower. This can hardly be seen or argued as “just.”1 

 
12. But the ICA need not take this “loser’s” word as gospel, nor Occam’s razor analysis as reasonable, 

because HOROWITZ is not a forensic document and handwriting expert, nor has Occam appeared to 

testify.  The same most obvious and reasonable explanation for SULLA, III’s forged signature on the 

instant request to further damage HOROWITZ another $10,000 requires the forensic document and 

handwriting expert, Beth Chrisman, who swore to her corroborating determinations and conclusions 

that SULLA-committed forgeries, as detailed in Chrisman’s verified Exhibits 7 and 8. 

 
13. Exhibit 7 shows Chrisman’s analysis and sworn Declaration that SULLA forged the signature of 

licensed process server, Robert Dukat, in order to eject HOROWITZ et. al. from his property. Mr. 

SULLA forged the signature of Dukat, presumably as “RDUM,” on three (3) ejectment warrants used 

to terrorize the Appellant into giving up possession of his home and estate in Pahoa, HI.  

 
14. In Exhibit 8 Beth Chrisman confirmed two more SULLA, JR. administered forgeries; this time 

forging the Appellant’s real property Seller’s signature of Cecil Loran Lee.  The facts indicate that 

while Mr. Lee was dying of cancer in Arizona, Mr. SULLA forged at least one, and more likely two 

signatures of Seller Lee’s signatures on incorporation papers used to foreclose non-judicially on the 

Appellant’s Property. And SULLA, JR. did this in contempt of the Ibarra Court’s final judgments in 

Civ. No. 05-1-0196 that denied judicial foreclosure (since HOROWITZ made all required timely 

payments and developed substantial equity in the property. Yet, SULLA relentlessly and maliciously 

acted to steal the Property).3  

 
                                                
3 An additional set of alleged forgeries are contained in SULLA, JR.’s manufactured falsely-

warranted Mortgage and Note Assignments central to the fraudulent transfer of the Appellant’s 
properties by SULLA using the sham trust incorporation that included two more forgeries of the 
deceased Seller’s signatures on pages 6 and 8 (in the clearly “altered” Articles of Incorporation of the 
“Foreclosing Mortgagee”). SULLA, JR. took advantage of Seller Lee dying without leaving a will; and 
acted without any court authorization or contract to administer the decedent’s probate estate. 
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15. Incredibly, Mr. SULLA has been able to get away with this extensive pattern of forgery, fraud, 

white collar organized crime, foreclosure fraud, and fraudulent transfers of deeds for property theft and 

tax evasion through an enterprise consisting of multiple sham trusts and trustees. 

 
16. Under 42 USC 1983, equal rights are to be afforded the victim of Mr. SULLA’s crimes--the 

Appellant--as with any attorney who dutifully reports similar violations of laws and rules governing 

justice pursuant to the HRPC, Rule 8.4(b)(c) and 8.3(a), or that any honorable judge must do similarly 

under HRCJC 2.15(b).  

 
17. Remedies exist along with a court's inherent power to award equitable fees and other measures to 

secure justice, including through law enforcement, whenever justice requires. See Roadway Express, 

Inc. v. Piper, 447 U.S. 752, 766, 100 S.Ct. 2455, 2464, 65 L.Ed.2d 488 (1980).  

 
18. In this case, Mr. SULLA’s request is a nullity, and entirely unjust, as it is based on forgery, fraud, 

and contempt of court. This Court has been hoodwinked into accommodating a master-of-deception, 

further damaging this victim of Mr. SULLA’s crimes. 

 

II. APPELLEES MARCH 11, 2016 FILING FOR FEES AND COSTS AND 
MARCH 14, 2016, EDITED FILING VIOLATED 11 USC 362 “AUTOMATIC 
STAY” PROVISIONS THAT ATTORNEY SULLA WAS MADE AWARE OF 
BEFORE FILING THE NULLITY. 
 
1. The Appellee’s pattern of forgery and fraud as detailed above has been directed against the Appellant 

since 2009, and has resulted in the Appellant’s severe mental and emotional distress, massive 

irreparable harm, and outrageous financial damage exceeding at least $3 million; compelling the 

Appellant to file for Chapter 13 Bankruptcy on March 9, 2016, at which time SULLA, JR. was noticed 

by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court and the Appellant that all State collection actions must stop. 

 
2. 11 USC Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Code § 362 provides an “Automatic stay” of this action, stating in 

relevant part as follows: 

 
a petition filed under section 301, 302, or 303 of this title, or an application filed under section 
5(a)(3) of the Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970, operates as a stay, applicable to all 
entities, of—  
 
(1) the commencement or continuation, including the issuance or employment of process, of a 
judicial, administrative, or other action or proceeding against the debtor that was or could 
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have been commenced before the commencement of the case under this title, or to recover a 
claim against the debtor that arose before the commencement of the case under this title; 
 
(2) the enforcement, against the debtor or against property of the estate, of a judgment 
obtained before the commencement of the case under this title; 
 
(3) any act to obtain possession of property of the estate or of property from the estate or to 
exercise control over property of the estate; 
 
(4) any act to create, perfect, or enforce any lien against property of the estate; 
 
(5) any act to create, perfect, or enforce against property of the debtor any lien to the extent 
that such lien secures a claim that arose before the commencement of the case under this title; 
 
(6) any act to collect, assess, or recover a claim against the debtor that arose before the 
commencement of the case under this title; 
 
(7) the setoff of any debt owing to the debtor that arose before the commencement of the case 
under this title against any claim against the debtor; and 
 
(8) the commencement or continuation of a proceeding before the United States Tax Court 
concerning a tax liability of a debtor that is a corporation for a taxable period the bankruptcy 
court may determine or concerning the tax liability of a debtor who is an individual for a 
taxable period ending before the date of the order for relief under this title. 

3. Section 362 requires all collection efforts to cease immediately upon the filing of a voluntary or 

involuntary bankruptcy petition. 
 

4. This automatic stay is truly "automatic," in that it takes effect instantly upon the filing of a 

bankruptcy petition and is effective against most entities, including the debtor4 and regardless of 

whether the entity is aware of the filing.5  A creditor acting in reliance on any exception to this law 

does so at its own peril.6 
 

5. One consequence of violating the automatic stay is that the courts must reverse the effects of the 

violation on the stay's beneficiaries. The majority rule seems to be that any act or occurrence that  

violates the stay is "void ab initio."7  

                                                
4 In re Shapiro, 124 B.R. 974, 981 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1991) 
5 Epstein et al. at 78 
6 Matter of Cortez, 16 B.R. 481 (W.D. Mo. 1981), aff'd691 F.2d 390 (8th Cir. 1982) (a creditor 
acting in reliance on such an exception does so at its own peril).  

 
7 In re Schwartz, 954 F.2d 569, 571 (9th Cir. 1992); In re Shamblin, 890 F.2d 123, 125 (9th Cir. 
1989), inter alia;  
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6. Thus, to the extent that any act or occurrence violates the stay, that act or occurrence will lack any 

legal effect against the debtor and others whom the rule protects. This essentially means that the act 

or occurrence will be as if it never occurred and anyone who claims through the act or occurrence 

takes nothing. It "is null and void ab initio and has no validity for any purpose."6 
 

7. Those violating the automatic stay may be found liable for damages under section 362(h) of the 

Bankruptcy Code if their violation was "willful."8 Section 362(h) provides that “an individual injured 

by any willful violation of a stay provided by this section shall recover actual damages, including 

costs and attorney's fees and, in appropriate circumstances, may recover punitive damages."9 
 

8. This standard encourages would-be violators to obtain declaratory judgments before seeking to 

vindicate their interests in violation of an automatic stay, and thereby protects debtors' estates from 

incurring potentially unnecessary legal expenses in prosecuting stay violations.10 
 

9. Attorney Anthony J. Ciccone, for the Executive Office for U.S. Trustees, wrote for the federal 

government, “A willful violation does not require ‘specific intent’ to violate the automatic stay; nor 

will a ‘good faith’ belief that an action was not violative of section 362 preclude a finding that the 

action was, in fact, a ‘willful’ violation.  Rather, the test is usually characterized in terms of whether 

a creditor took some collection action despite its knowledge that the debtor had filed a bankruptcy 

petition. (Ciccone AJ. Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys "In Bankruptcy" newsletter, Vol. V, No. 3 

(Fall 1997); Updated May 7, 2015.) 
 

10. In this case, SULLA, JR. absolutely knew by March 11, 2015, before filing his Request that the 

Appellant had filed for bankruptcy, because the Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court in Honolulu mailed 

Mr. Sulla Notice of the bankruptcy filing on the early morning of March 10, 2016 and it only takes 

one day for such Notice to be delivered to “creditor” SULLA in Hilo. The Appellant also served 

SULLA, JR. his Notice on the morning of Thursday, March 10, 2016, that was also delivered on 

                                                
8 11.U.S.C. § 362(h). 
9 Id. 
10 Crysen, 902 F.2d at 1105.  
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March 11, 2016, hours before Mr. SULLA filed his instant Request for fees and costs at 5:25PM 

on Friday, March 11, 2016—evidencing Attorney SULLA’s willful and reckless violation of the 

automatic stay. 
 

11. Moreover, the following night, on Saturday, March 12, 2016, Mr. SULLA served himself, or 

caused to be served by an unidentified agent, a Writ of Ejectment upon the Appellant, taping the 

warrant to the front gate of the Appellant’s Property. (Exhibit 9) This illegal “service” that was 

stamped by the lower court eleven days earlier, on March 1, 2016, but withheld from the Appellant 

and his lawyer, Margaret Wille, deprived Appellant’s due process rights pursuant to related case Civ. 

No. 14-1-0304. Attorney Wille was forced to respond to this abuse of process in her letter to the 

court filed on March 14, 2016. (Exhibit 10 also contains corresponding Memorandum.) Such 

terrorization provides additional clear and convincing evidence of Mr. SULLA’s reckless neglect of 

laws, court rules, and malicious intent to financially damage and purposely distress the Appellant.  
 

12. These violations of § 362 by Attorney SULLA, JR. caused the Appellant severe emotional 

distress and more financial damage associated with having to commission Appellant’s attorney Wille 

(in related cases Civ. No. 05-1-0196 and Civ. No. 14-1-0304) to issue Exhibit 10 objecting to 

SULLA’s malicious prosecutions and unfair and deceptive debt collection practices depriving the 

Appellant’s right to due process and commercialization of his properties. SULLA’s forgeries, fraud, 

and attempted theft, violated, inter alia, HRPC Rules 3.3, 4.1(a)(b) and 8.4(a)(b)(c).11 

 
III. THE COURT CANNOT JUSTLY AWARD ATTORNEYS FEES ON A 
BLOCKED, PADDED, AND NULLIFIED BILL  
 

1. Diamond Point v. Wells Fargo 400 Md. 718, 760 (2007) (“It goes without saying that attorneys who 

                                                

11 In United States v. DeLeon, Civil Action No. 3:96-1662-0 (D.S.C. Aug. 21, 1997), the district court affirmed a 
bankruptcy court's ruling that DVA willfully violated the automatic stay merely by sending three computer-
generated collection letters, after the debtors' notice of bankruptcy was inadvertently lost within the 
agency.  While the court only awarded each spousal debtor $250 in nominal damages, it also awarded attorney 
fees of $1,500 (i.e., 300% of the alleged damages) pursuant to section 362(h).  
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bill on a time basis should make their billings as detailed as reasonably possible, so that the client, and 

any other person who might be called upon to pay the bill, will know with some precision what services 

have been performed”). 

 
2. SULLA, JR. submitted “Appendix B” to support his $9,245 blocked billing request that does not 

comport with adequately detailed or fair billing practices in accordance with Diamond Point. Id. 

 
3. For example, SULLA, JR. charged .2 hours of time for “Correspondence interviews & conferences” 

+ .3 “Legal Research” = .5 hours total on 2/2/2015 to “Conference w/law clerk re: Notice of Appeal; 

review deadlines and rules of court.” It is unclear what a veteran attorney of 30+ years would need to 

conference with a law clerk about “Notice of Appeal” nor spend .3 hours in legal research to review 

deadlines and rules of the court that are either well known to veteran counsel or certainly located and 

read within two or three minutes perusing online the HRAP or HRCP. Moreover, which part of the .3 

hours was deadline “research” versus “rules of the court” research is not made known. 

4. Then, purportedly two weeks later, on 3/2/2015, this same or similar description is repeated as a 

blocked bill for an additional .9 hours. 

 
5. Exhibit 11 is an Affidavit of Allene Kaplan—one of SULLA’s clients who swore that Mr. SULLA 

padded her bills, and breached his contract and HRPC 1.2(a), by not abiding by the “client’s decisions 

concerning the objectives of representation.” 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The Appellee’s request for fees and costs should be denied by reason of forgery, fraud, and unjust 

enrichment. SULLA, JR. should be sanctioned for ethics violations and malpractices, including 

violating “automatic stay” § 362 for unjust enrichment. An appropriate sanction would be to compel 

compliance with § 362, stay this case, and offset the original lower court award of $7,894.60 against 

the Appellant’s damages; and for his being made to suffer severe mental and emotional distress. 

 

  Respectfully submitted.   DATED: Pahoa, HI, March 15, 2016  

 
LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, Pro se 
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LEONARD G. HOROWITZ,  pro se 
13-3775 Kalapana Hwy. 
Pahoa, HI 96778 
808-965-2112; Email: len15@mac.com 
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  DECLARATION OF APPELLANT 
 

 

I, LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, under pain of perjury of law, do hereby state and declare as follows:  
 
1.  I am an individual over the age of twenty-one (21) years, a resident of the State and County of Hawai‘i. 
 
2.  I am the Defendant/Appellant in the above captioned case; and I represent myself individually in 
this case Pro se. 
 
3. All of the statements in this Declaration and in the accompanying Reply to Appellee’s “REQUEST 
AND DECLARATION OF COUNSEL FOR ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS,” are true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge and belief, under the pains and penalties of perjury.  
 
4. I verify that Exhibit 1 is a true copy of said Request that shows attorney’s SULLA’s bad faith 
Declaration made “under penalty of law” falsely certifying SULLA’s forgery of SULLA, III’s signature 
on page 3 of “Appendix C”. 
 
5. I verify that Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the “Condominium Deed” that I obtained from 
the State of Hawaii Bureau of Conveyances, as Doc. No. 2004-046836.  
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6. I verify that Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the “Certificate of Amendment of Limited 
Partnership” that I obtained from the State of Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs 
(“DCCA”) containing two SULLA-forged Trustee signatures of “Robert L. Powes” and “Harold T. White”.  
 
7. I verify that Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the “Certificate of Limited Partnership” that I 
obtained from the DCCA containing evidence of SULLA, JR.’s partnership with W. Augustuz Elliott. 
 
8. I verify that Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the “Certificate of Amendment of Limited 
Partnership” that I obtained from the DCCA containing evidence of SULLA, JR. as General Partner 
withdrawing and substituting “Harold T. White” as Successor Trustee of Kaohimaunu Management 
Trust in Limited Partnership. 
 
9. I verify that I compiled the composite Exhibit 6 comparing Mr. SULLA’s true handwriting samples 
containing his letter “H” that uniquely contains the capital letter “A,” evidencing forgery of Harold T. 
White’s signature by Mr. SULLA. 
 
10. I verify that Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of forensic document and handwriting expert Beth 
Chrisman’s analysis of the alleged forgery by Mr. SULLA as  “RDUM”—purportedly process server 
Robert Dukat’s signature—on multiple ejectment warrants posted on the Appellant’s front gate. 
 
11. I verify that Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of forensic document and handwriting expert Beth 
Chrisman’s analysis of the Articles of Incorporation alleged forged by Mr. SULLA containing the 
deceased Seller’s signatures, one of which was obviously photocopied and filed to defraud the State, 
the courts, and the Appellant. 
 
12. I verify that Exhibit 9 is a true copy of Mr. SULLA’s “WRIT OF EJECTMENT: RETURN OF 
SERVICE ON WRIT OF EJECTMENT” posted on Friday night, March 11, 2016, on my front gate. 
 
13. I certify that Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of a letter written by my attorney, Margaret 
Wille,” to Judge Melvin H. Fujino on March 14, 2016, and corresponding draft of Memorandum on 
Motion for Emergency Stay of execution of the Writ, detailing the bad faith actions by co-counsel, 
SULLA and WHITTAKER, who acted to deprive me of my property and right to due process. 
 
14. I certify that Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of an “Affidavit by Allene Kaplan Pursuant to 
Handwriting Samples and Over-Billing by Attorney Paul J. Sulla, Jr.” detailing Ms. Kaplan’s damage 
from attorney SULLA, JR, after hiring Mr. SULLA to represent her.  
 
 
FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 

 

Dated:  Hilo, Hawaii:  March 15, 2016  
 

 
 
Signed: ________________________________ 

 LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, in Pro per 



LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, Pro se 
13-3775 Kalapana Hwy. 
Pahoa, HI 96778 
808-965-2112; Email: len15@mac.com 
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Beth Chrisman 
Forensic Document Examiner 
13437 Ventura Blvd, Ste 213 

Sherman Oaks CA 91423 
Phone: 310-957-2521   Fax: 310-861-1614  

E-mail: beth@handwritingexpertcalifornia.com 
www.HandwritingExpertCalifornia.com 

C.V. of Beth Chrisman              Page 1 of 2 

 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
 
I am, Beth Chrisman, a court qualified Forensic Document Examiner.  Beginning my career in 2006, 
I have examined over 500 document examination cases involving over 6500 documents.  I trained 
with the International School of Forensic Document Examination and have apprenticed under a 
leading court-qualified Forensic Document Expert. 
  
Forensic Examination Provided For: 
Disputed documents or signatures including: wills, checks, contracts, deeds, account ledgers, 
medical records, and autograph authentication.  Investigation and analysis including: questioned 
signatures, suspect documents, forgeries, identity theft, anonymous letters, alterations, 
obliterations, erasures, typewritten documents, altered medical records, graffiti, handwritten 
numbers, and computerized and handwritten documents. 
 
Education 
• Bachelor of Science Specializing in Prosthetics and Orthotics from the University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas 
 
• International School of Forensic Document Examination:  Certified Forensic Document 

Examination, Graduation Date July 2008 
Specific Areas of Training: 

Handwriting Identification and Discrimination, Signature Comparison, Techniques for 
Distinguishing Forged Signatures, Disguised Handwriting, Altered Numbers, Anonymous 
Writing, Laboratory Procedures, Forensic Microscopy and Forensic Photography, Identifying 
Printing Methods, Papers and Watermarks, Factors that Affect Writing, Demonstrative 
Evidence Training, Demonstrative Evidence in the High-Tech World, Forgery Detection 
Techniques, Detection of Forged Checks, Document Image Enhancement, Graphic Basis for 
Handwriting Comparison, Ethics in Business and the Legal System, Mock Courtroom Trails 
 

• American Institute of Applied Science; 101Q Questioned Documents course completed  
 
• 3 year on-the-job apprenticeship with Bart Baggett, a court qualified document examiner and the 

president of the International School of Forensic Document Examination, October 2006 – October 
2009. 
Apprenticeship Included: 

Gathering documents, setting up case files, scanning and photographing documents, assisting 
with on-site examinations, interacting as client liaison with attorneys and clients, accounting 
and billing, peer reviews, preparing court exhibits, directed and witnessed client hand written 
exemplars, as well as reviewed and edited official opinion letters and reports for Mr. Baggett’s 
office.  I managed 204 cases consisting of 2157 documents during this time period. 
 
Furthermore, I began taking active individual cases that were mentored and/or peer reviewed 
by Bart Baggett. 
 

• ACFEI Conference October 2009, Las Vegas, NV. (American College of Forensic Examiners 
International) Attended specific lectures on ink and paper counterfeiting by FBI personnel. 
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Beth Chrisman 
Forensic Document Examiner 
13437 Ventura Blvd, Ste 213 

Sherman Oaks CA 91423 
Phone: 310-957-2521   Fax: 310-861-1614  

E-mail: beth@handwritingexpertcalifornia.com 
www.HandwritingExpertCalifornia.com 

C.V. of Beth Chrisman              Page 2 of 2 

 
 
CURRICULUM VITAE Cont. 
 
Further Qualifications: 
I am the Director of the International School of Forensic Document Examination; creating 
curriculum, choosing textbooks, creating schedules and overseeing student apprentice qualifications 
for students worldwide.  I teach and mentor students worldwide, including students in the United 
States, New Zealand, Australia, India and Slovakia.  I also peer review cases for other working 
document examiners.   
 
 
Laboratory Equipment: 
Numerous magnifying devices including 30x, 20x and 10x loupes, Light Tracer light box, protractor, 
calipers, metric measuring devices, slope protractor and letter frequency plate, handwriting letter 
slant and comparison plate, typewriter measurement plate, type angle plate, digital photography 
equipment, zPix 26x-130x zoon digital hand-held microscope, zOrb 35x digital microscope, an 
illuminated stereo microscope, Compaq Presario R3000, HP PC, 2 high resolution printers, 2 digital 
scanners, 1 high resolution facsimile machine, and a copy machine. 
 
 
Library 
Numerous forensic document examination titles and other handwriting reference materials. 
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Beth Chrisman 
Forensic Document Examiner 

13437 Ventura Blvd, Suite 213 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

Phone: 310-957-2521   Fax: 310-861-1614  

E-mail: beth@handwritingexpertcalifornia.com 

www.HandwritingExpertCalifornia.com 

 

LEVELS OF OPINION-BASED ON ASTM GUIDELINES FOR EXPRESSING CONCLUSIONS 

Since the observations made by the examiner relate to the product of the human behavior there are a 

large number of variables that could contribute to limiting the examiner’s ability to express an opinion 

confidently.  These factors include the amount, degree of variability, complexity and contemporaneity of 

the questioned and/or specimen writings.  To allow for these limitations a scale is used which has four 

levels on either side of an inconclusive result.  These levels are: 

 Identification / Elimination 

May be expressed as ‘The writer of the known documents wrote / did not write the questioned writing.’  

This opinion is used when the examiner denotes no doubt in their opinion; this is the highest degree of 

confidence expressed by a document examiner. 

 Strong Probability 

May be expressed as ‘There is a strong probability the writer of the known documents wrote / did not 

write the questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when the evidence is very persuasive, yet some critical 

feature or quality is missing; however, the examiner is virtually certain in their opinion. 

 Probable 

May be expressed as ‘It is probable the writer of the known documents wrote / did not write the 

questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when the evidence points strongly toward / against the known 

writer; however, the evidence falls short of the virtually certain degree of confidence. 

 Evidence to Suggest 

May be expressed as ‘there is evidence to suggest the writer of the known documents wrote / did not 

write the questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when there is an identifiable limitation on the 

comparison process.  The evidence may have few features which are of significance for handwriting 

comparisons purposes, but those features are in agreement with another body of writing. 

 Inconclusive 

May be expressed as ‘no conclusion could be reached as to whether the writer of the known documents 

wrote / did not write the questioned writing.’  This is the zero point of the confidence scale.  It is used 

when there are significantly limiting factors, such as disguise in the questioned and/or known writing or a 

lack of comparable writing and the examiner does not have even a leaning one way or another. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the 

individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, 

accuracy, or validity of that document. 

6 State of California 

7 County of Los Angeles 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

On June 30, 2015 before me,£ ~J tf •mSm, fo~';:{J personally appeared Beth Chrisman, 

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed 

to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same in her authorized 

capacity, and that by her signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which 

the person acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

Commission # 2041350 
~ , , Notary Public - California ~ 
z • ' Los Angeles County :'.: 

21 Signature --r--.,""'--r--7""--~__L_-1---?==---t------,L->-
L V9. e .. ~'.~~;; ~ee L4·.n1rl 
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Beth Chrisman 
Forensic Document Examiner 

13437 Ventura Blvd, Suite 213 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

Phone: 310-957-2521   Fax: 310-861-1614  

E-mail: beth@handwritingexpertcalifornia.com 

www.HandwritingExpertCalifornia.com 

 

LEVELS OF OPINION-BASED ON ASTM GUIDELINES FOR EXPRESSING CONCLUSIONS 

Since the observations made by the examiner relate to the product of the human behavior there are a 

large number of variables that could contribute to limiting the examiner’s ability to express an opinion 

confidently.  These factors include the amount, degree of variability, complexity and contemporaneity of 

the questioned and/or specimen writings.  To allow for these limitations a scale is used which has four 

levels on either side of an inconclusive result.  These levels are: 

 Identification / Elimination 

May be expressed as ‘The writer of the known documents wrote / did not write the questioned writing.’  

This opinion is used when the examiner denotes no doubt in their opinion; this is the highest degree of 

confidence expressed by a document examiner. 

 Strong Probability 

May be expressed as ‘There is a strong probability the writer of the known documents wrote / did not 

write the questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when the evidence is very persuasive, yet some critical 

feature or quality is missing; however, the examiner is virtually certain in their opinion. 

 Probable 

May be expressed as ‘It is probable the writer of the known documents wrote / did not write the 

questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when the evidence points strongly toward / against the known 

writer; however, the evidence falls short of the virtually certain degree of confidence. 

 Evidence to Suggest 

May be expressed as ‘there is evidence to suggest the writer of the known documents wrote / did not 

write the questioned writing.’  This opinion is used when there is an identifiable limitation on the 

comparison process.  The evidence may have few features which are of significance for handwriting 

comparisons purposes, but those features are in agreement with another body of writing. 

 Inconclusive 

May be expressed as ‘no conclusion could be reached as to whether the writer of the known documents 

wrote / did not write the questioned writing.’  This is the zero point of the confidence scale.  It is used 

when there are significantly limiting factors, such as disguise in the questioned and/or known writing or a 

lack of comparable writing and the examiner does not have even a leaning one way or another. 
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8 

DECLARATION OF BETH CHRISMAN 

I, BETH CHRISMAN, hereby declare as follows: 

1. I am an Expert Document Examiner and court qualified expert witness in the field of 

questioned documents in the State of California. I am over the age of eighteen years, am of sound 

mind, having never been convicted of a felony or crime of moral turpitude; I am competent in all 

respects to make this Declaration. I have personal knowledge of the matters declared herein, and if 

called to testify, I could and would competently testify thereto. 

I have studied, was trained and hold a certification in the examination, comparison, analysis 9 2. 

10 and identification of handwriting, discrimination and identification of writing, altered numbers and 

11 

12 

13 

14 

altered documents, handwriting analysis, trait analysis, including the discipline of examining 

signatures. I have served as an expert within pending litigation matters and I have lectured and 

taught handwriting related classes. A true and correct copy of my current Curriculum Vitae 

15 ("C.V.") is attached as "Exhibit A". 

Request: I was asked to analyze a certified copy of the ARTICLES OF 16 3. 

17 INCORPORATION, CORPORATION SOLE FOR ECCLESIASTICAL PURPOSES for the 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Corporation Sole of THE OFFICE OF THE OVERSEER, A CORPORATION SOLE AND HIS 

SUCCESSORS, OVERJFOR THE POPULAR ASSSEMBL Y OF REVITALIZE, A GOSPEL OF 

BELIEVERS filed with the State of Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs. I 

have attached this document as EXHIBIT B, Pages 1 through 8. 

23 4. Basis of Opinion: The basis for handwriting identification is that writing habits are not 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

instinctive or hereditary but are complex processes that are developed gradually through habit and 

that handwriting is unique to each individual. Further, the basic axiom is that no one person writes 

exactly the same way twice and no two people write exactly the same. Thus writing habits or 

individual characteristics distinguish one person's handwriting from another. 
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Transferred or transposed signatures will lack any evidence of pressure of a writing 

instrument. Additionally, due to modem technology in the form of copiers, scanners, and computer 

software that can capture documents as well as edit documents and photos it has become quite easy 

to transfer a signature from one document to another. However, there will always be a source 

document and in many cases the signature will remain unchanged. The fact that there is more than 

one signature that is exactly the same is in direct opposition to one of the basic principles in 

handwriting identification. 

A process of analysis, comparison and evaluation is conducted between the document(s). 

Based on the conclusions of the expert, an opinion will be expressed. The opinions are derived 

from the ASTM Standard Terminology for Expressing Conclusions for Forensic Document 

Examiners. 

5. Observations and Opinions: 

PAGE NUMBERING: 

a. This is an 8 page document with the first six pages having a fax footer dated May 26, 2009 

and the last 2 pages having a fax footer of May 28, 2009. 

18 b. Further, the first four pages are numbered as such, the fifth page has no original number 

19 designation, the sixth page has the numeral 2, and the last two pages are labeled 1 and 2. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

c. There is not one consistent page numbering system or text identification within the 

document pages that indicates all pages are part of one document. 

DOCUMENT PAGES: 

d. Page 6 and Page 8 are both General Certification pages and contain the same text, exact 

25 same signature and exact same handwritten '8' for the day. Since no one person signs their name 

26 exactly the same way twice, one of these documents does not contain an authentic signature. 

27 

28 

Page 2 of4 
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Additionally, no one person writes exactly the same way twice thus the numeral '8' is also not 

authentic on one of the documents. 

3 e. It is inconclusive if one of the documents is the source or if neither is the source document. 

There is no way to know if the signature of Cecil Loran Lee was an original prior to faxing 4 f. 

5 or if it was a copy of a copy or the generation of the copy if a copy was used to fax the form. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

PAGES5AND6 

g. Page 6 is a General Certification appearing to be attached to the previous page, however, 

Page 5 of this set of documents references a Gwen Hillman and Gwen Hillman clearly is not the 

signature on the Certification. Additionally, there is no Page number on the Certificate of Evidence 

of Appointment that actually links it to the next page, the General Certification of a Cecil Loran 

Lee. 

h. Further, the fax footer shows that Page 5 is Page 13 of the fax, where page 4 is Faxed page 

5 and page 6 is fax page 7; so there is inconsistency in the overall document regarding the first six 

pages. 

1. There is no way to know based on the fax copy and limited handwriting if the same person 

wrote the '8' on pages 5 and 6. There's no real evidence these pages go together outside the order 

they were stapled together in the Certified Copy. 

PAGE 8. 

J. Page 8 does have an additional numeral '2' added to the original numeral 8 to make '28.' 

a. The Please see EXHIBIT 3 for levels of expressing opinions. 

6. Opinion: EXHIBIT B, The ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION, CORPORATION SOLE 

25 FOR ECCLESIASTICAL PURPOSES for the Corporation Sole of THE OFFICE OF THE 

26 OVERSEER, A CORPORATION SOLE AND HIS SUCCESSORS, OVER/FOR THE POPULAR 

27 ASSSEMBLY OF REVITALIZE, A GOSPEL OF BELIEVERS filed with the State of Hawaii 

28 
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3 

Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs contains page( s) that are not authentic in nature 

but have been duplicated, transferred and altered. Further, the lack of proper page numbering and 

consistency within the page number makes the document suspicious. 

4 7. 

5 

Declaration: 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

6 

7 

8 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration was executed on the 12th day of June, 2015, 

in Sherman Oaks, California. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the 

individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, 

accuracy, or validity of that document. 

6 State of California 

7 County of Los Angeles 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

On June 30, 2015 before me,£ ~J tf •mSm, fo~';:{J personally appeared Beth Chrisman, 

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed 

to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same in her authorized 

capacity, and that by her signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which 

the person acted, executed the instrument. 

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 

Commission # 2041350 
~ , , Notary Public - California ~ 
z • ' Los Angeles County :'.: 

21 Signature --r--.,""'--r--7""--~__L_-1---?==---t------,L->-
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Margaret (Dunham) Wille  #8522 
Attorney at Law 
65-1316 Lihipali Road 
Kamuela, Hawaii  96743 
Tel: 808-854-6931 
margaretwille@mac.com 
  
  Attorney for Defendants 
 

 
            IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE THIRD CIRCUIT 

                  KONA DIVISION, STATE OF HAWAII  
 

JASON HESTER, an individual 
                                    Plaintiff,  
               v. 
 
LEONARD G. HOROWITZ, an 
individual; SHERRI KANE, an 
individual; MEDICAL VERITAS 
INTERNATIONAL, INC, a 
California nonprofit corporation; 
THE ROYAL BLOODLINE OF 
DAVID, a Washington Corporation 
Sole; JOHN DOES, 1-10, JANE 
DOES 1-10, DOE ENTITIES 1-10, 
DOE PARTNERSHIPS 1-10, DOE 
GOVERNMENTAL UNITS 1-10. 
                                  Defendants  
 
 
 
  

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

CIV. NO. 14-1-0304 
(Other Civil Action) 
 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF  
DEFENDANTS’ EMERGENCY 
MOTION FOR STAY OF WRIT OF 
EJECTMENT [HRCP 62(b)] 
 
Judge: Honorable Melvin H. Fujino 
 
Non-hearing motion 
 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF  
DEFENDANTS’ EMERGENCY MOTION FOR  

STAY OF WRIT OF EJECTMENT [HRCP 62(b)] 
 

 This Memorandum in written in support of Defendants/Counterclaimants LEONARD G. 
HOROWITZ, SHERRI KANE, and THE ROYAL BLOODLINE OF DAVID (RBOD)1, 
Emergency Motion for Stay of the Writ of Ejectment filed on March 1, 2016. 

                                                
1 MEDICAL VERITAS INTERNATIONAL, INC. (MVI) is a California based non-

profit that was RBOD’s lessee of the subject property. Given its limited interest in the subject 
property, MVI is not pursuing this Motion for a Stay or Alternatively Dismissal or a New 
Trial.  
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 2 

Hawaii Rule of Civil Procedure 62(b) allows a stay of proceedings “when justice so requires.” 
 
In light of Defendant Horowitz’s filing of bankruptcy on March 9, 2016, which requires an 
automatic stay of these proceedings, and Plaintiff’s Counsel’s failure to execute the Writ of 
Ejectment properly in violation of Defendants’ due process rights, this motion is just. Further 
there is scheduled on March 26, 2016, a hearing on Defendants’ HRCP Rule 62(d) motion for a 
stay pending an appeal in this case.  
 

 Specifically HRCP Rule 62(b) provides:  

      (b) Stay on motion for new trial or for judgment. In its discretion and 
on such conditions for the security of the adverse party as are proper, the 
court may stay the execution of or any proceedings to enforce a judgment 
pending the disposition of a motion for a new trial or to alter or amend a 
judgment made pursuant to Rule 59, or of a motion for relief from a 
judgment or order made pursuant to Rule 60, or of a motion for judgment in 
accordance with a motion for a directed verdict made pursuant to Rule 50, 
or of a motion for amendment to the findings or for additional findings 
made pursuant to Rule 52(b), or when justice so requires in other cases 
until such time as the court may fix.  (emphasis added)    
  

I. EXECUTION OF THE WRIT OF EJECTMENT IS REQUIRED TO BE STAYED PENDING  
DISPOSITION OF DEFENDANT HOROWITZ’S BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDING,  
NO. 16-00239, ADVERSARIAL PROC. NO.16-90015. 
 
  The federal Bankruptcy Code Chapter 11, Section 362 imposes an automatic stay upon 
proceeding against a debtor, including “any act to obtain possession of property of the estate or 
of property from the estate or to exercise control over property of the estate”. Section 362 
specifically provides: 

 
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section2, a petition filed under section 
301, 302, or 303 of this title, or an application filed under section 5(a)(3) of the Securities 
Investor Protection Act of 1970, operates as a stay, applicable to all entities, of - (1) the 
commencement or continuation, including the issuance or employment of process, of a 
judicial, administrative, or other action or proceeding against the debtor that was or could 
have been commenced before the commencement of the case under this title, or to 
recover a claim against the debtor that arose before the commencement of the case under 
this title; (2) the enforcement, against the debtor or against property of the estate, of a 
judgment obtained before the commencement of the case under this title; (3) any act to 

                                                
2 Subsection (b) concern criminal cases and civil cases related to domestic family matters, 

and is therefore not relevant to this action.  
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obtain possession of property of the estate or of property from the estate or to exercise 
control over property of the estate; (4) any act to create, perfect, or enforce any lien 
against property of the estate; (5) any act to create, perfect, or enforce against property of 
the debtor any lien to the extent that such lien secures a claim that arose before the 
commencement of the case under this title; (6) any act to collect, assess, or recover a 
claim against the debtor that arose before the commencement of the case under this title; 
(7) the setoff of any debt owing to the debtor that arose before the commencement of the 
case under this title against any claim against the debtor. . . . 
 

   This automatic stay is truly "automatic," in that it takes effect instantly upon the filing of a     

   bankruptcy petition and is effective against most entities, including the debtor3 and regardless of  

   whether the entity is aware of the filing. 4   

 
 Defendant Leonard Horowitz filed for bankruptcy on March 9, 2016, BANKRUPTCY NO. 

16-00239, ADVERSARIAL PROC. NO.16-90015. On March 10, 2016, the Notice of 

Bankruptcy Case Filing was filed in this case. (Exhibit A) 

 
2. THIS CASE SHOULD ALSO BE STAYED BECAUSE THE PROCESSING OF THE 
MARCH 1, 2016 FILED WRIT OF EJECTMENT HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT IN A 
MANNER THAT VIOLATES DEFENDANTS’ DUE PROCESS RIGHTS 
 

Section One of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides: 

“[N]or shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process 

of law”.  

 In RE KEKAUOHA-ALISA, Bankr. Court, D. Hawaii 2012, the Bankruptcy Court, improper 

service of ejectment notices was ruled to have damaged the debtors, for which [the Court] 

granted the defaulting parties compensation for damages along with treble damages for wrongful 

debt collection practices. 

 

 Plaintiff’s attorney, Stephen Whittaker, has violated Defendants’ due process rights by 

failing to follow the proper procedures for executing a writ of ejectment. A writ of ejectment is 

handled by the Sheriff’s Department, not by the party’s attorney. Once the Sheriff’s Department 

                                                
3 In re Shapiro, 124 B.R. 974, 981 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1991) 
4 Epstein et al. at 78 
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processes the Writ, the Sheriff’s then meets with those occupying the premises and arrangements 

are made for their removal. That did not happen in this case.  

 

 Furthermore it is appropriate to serve a copy of the proposed Writ on the opposing party’s 

counsel, and once signed by the Court or Clerk, a copy of the Writ should be served upon the 

opposing party’s counsel.   

 

 In this case Plaintiff’s attorney submitted the Writ on or about February 29, 2016, and 

obtained the stamped signature of the Clerk on the proposed Writ of Ejectment on March 1, 

2014. No copy was forwarded to the opposing party’s counsel, and no copy was delivered for 

processing to the Sheriff for processing.   Instead on or about Saturday March 12, 2016, a copy 

of the Writ of Ejectment was posted on the gate to the subject property. A copy of the posted 

Writ is attached as Exhibit A. Only the name and address of Attorney Stephen Whittaker was on 

the document. This action caused Defendants severe distress, believing that perhaps the Writ was 

posted by the Sheriff and that they would be ejected immediately.  

   

 

      Respectfully submitted.  

 

                                                                              DATED: Waimea, HI, 96743  March 14, 2016 

        ____________________ 

        MARGARET WILLE,  

  Attorney for Defendants – Counterclaimants - Appellants 

 
 

 

  

 Hester vs Horowitz Civ. 14-1-0304, MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ 
EMERGENCY MOTION FOR STAY OF WRIT OF EJECTMENT  
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LEONARD G. HOROWITZ,  pro se 
13-3775 Kalapana Hwy. 
Pahoa, HI 96778 
808-965-2112; Email: len15@mac.com 

 
                                   No. CAAP-15-0000094 
(Related cases: No. 30293; No. 29841; CAAP-13-0003796; Civ. No. 05-1-0196; 

CV 13 00500HB BMK; Civ. No. 3RC-11-1-662; Civ. No. 12-1-0417; Civ. No. 3RC 14-1-466;  
Civ. No. 14-1-0304; CV 00413 JMS-RLP; CV 15-00186 JMS-BMK) 

 
 
IN THE INTERMEDIATE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF HAWAI’I  

 
 
PAUL J. SULLA, JR., and individual; 
PAUL J. SULLA, III, and individual 
 
Plaintiff and Appellee 
 
vs. 
 
LEONARD GEORGE HOROWITZ, an 
individual 
 
Defendant and Appellant 
 

   ) Civ. No. 14-1-0173 
) THIRD CIRCUIT COURT 
) (Appeal of Amended Final Judgments by 
) Judge Elizabeth A. Strance 
) 
)  
) Certificate of Service 

  ) 
  ) 

) 
) 
) 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of March, 2016, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing APPELLANT’S OPPOSITION TO APPELLEE’S REQUEST FOR FEES & 
COSTS, EXHIBITS “1” thru “11” by the method described below to: 

 

         Delivery by: 
 
INTERMEDIATE COURT OF APPEALS, HAWAII 
HAWAII JUDICIARY “JEFS” E-FILING. 
 
 
      

 
__________________________ 
LEONARD G. HOROWITZ 




